
NAME: _________________________________ 

 

Unit 3 – Linear Systems HW list 
  
Tentative TEST date __________________ 

 

Big idea/Learning Goals 
In this unit you will learn how to solve two equations with two unknowns. The unit is called linear systems since 
there will be more than one line involved. There are three methods you’ll be shown in class: graphing method, 
elimination method, and substitution method.  
 
If you did not do well on the past unit of solving equations, please see your teacher to catch up since this unit is 
impossible to do well in if you don’t have the basics. 

 

If you ever miss any class you are responsible to catch up on the lesson done in the Survival Guide and the 
homework pages assigned. Use the website www.mrsk.ca 

 

Success Criteria 
 

Date DAY Topics Done? Corrected? 

 1 Translating English to Math + Review Graphing   

 2 More Translating English to Math + Review Graphing   

 3 Graphing Method    

  Catch up DAY?   

 4 Elimination Method   

 5 More Elimination Method   

 6 Substitution Method   

 7 More Substitution Method   

 8 Practice Test    

 

Reflect/Communication – previous TEST mark ___________, Overall mark now___________. 

 
Complete the next page to test your Responsibility skills. Based on your rating:  
1. What have you recently improved upon? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
2. What will you try to work on next?  
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
3. Describe how you feel about your current mark in math  
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
4. Calculate your potential final mark to see how averages work.  Ensure to follow BEDMAS: 

potential final mark = (overall mark now)(weight so far) + (guess at your future mark)(weight to come)

 = (                      )(               ) + (                               )(                 

                                                      +

potential final mark =

  )

=
  



NAME: _________________________________ 

 

Test your Responsibility 
Select any and all issues you've had before 

Left school without parents signing me out properly at least once 

Didn't attend school without a valid reason like illness at least once 

Was late to this class more than 2 times 

Got distracted by my electronic device at any time when it was inappropriate for me to do so 

Got distracted by friends talking to me during practice or lesson time 

Didn't make corrections to work given back to me 

Didn't catch up after being absent 

Didn't finish more than 70% of homework (see your mark report under “Homework Category” if needed) 

Didn't study as much as needed for the tests 

Didn't do my best job in recording complete notes 

Didn't use class time wisely all of the time 

Didn't seek help even when it was needed 

Forgot to submit work on time 

 

 

Never had issues with any of the above 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Based on above, rate your RESPONSIBILITY skill 

Excellent - no issues 

Good - 1 or 2 selected  

Satisfactory - 3 or 4 selected 

Needs Improvement - more than 4 selected 

 
  


